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ABSTRACT
Given a bitmapped image of a page from any document, a page- 
reading system identifies the characters on the page and stores them in a 
text file. This “OCR-generated” text is represented by a string and com­
pared with the correct string to determine the accuracy of this process. 
The string editing problem is applied to find an optimal correspondence of 
these strings using an appropriate cost function. The ISRI annual test of 
page-readmg systems utilizes the following performance measures, which 
are defined in terms of this correspondence and the string edit distance: 
character accuracy, throughput, accuracy by character class, marked char­
acter efficiency, word accuracy, non-stopword accuracy, and phrase accu­
racy. It is shown that the universe of cost functions is divided into 
equivalence classes, and the cost functions related to the longest common 
subsequence (LCS) are identified. The computation of a LCS can be 
made faster by a linear-time preprocessing step.
iii
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
A page-reading system, or “page reader,” is a computer system for 
converting hard-copy documents to electronic form. Given a bitmapped 
image of a page from any document, the system will identify the machine- 
printed characters on the page and store them in a text file, which may be 
edited or searched. A page reader is a type of optical character recogni­
tion (OCR) system; other types include form readers and postal address 
readers.
The first commercial page-reading system appeared in 1959 and 
could recognize only one font (Bokser, 1992). Today, many “omnifont” 
systems are available that can identify characters in English and most 
European languages. Also, systems are now appearing that can handle 
complex scripts such as Arabic or (Chinese.
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Tests of Page-Reading Systems
Unlike a word processor or spreadsheet program, the behavior of an 
OCR system is complex and unpredictable. Like other pattern recognition 
systems, an OCR system is “trained” using a set of data. Its performance 
when processing other data is not known a priori, and must be measured 
empirically.
Testing is essential for technological improvement in OCR. Tradi­
tionally, OCR systems have been tested on isolated characters (Kanai, 
Nartker, Rice, & Nagy, 1993). For each character of the test set, the OCR 
system is given a bitmapped image containing only that character and 
asked to identify it. The system may “reject” the character, i.e., choose 
not to identify it. The percentage of characters that are rejected is termed 
the reject rate. For characters that are not rejected, the percentage that are 
identified incorrectly is termed the error rate. Typically, the error rate for 
various reject rates is plotted in an error-reject curve (Chow, 1994).
The input to a page-reading system is an image of an entire page of 
text. The user may supply the image coordinates of blocks of text (called 
zones), or may ask the system to locate the blocks by a process known as
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
automatic zoning. The system isolates the characters in a block by first 
finding lines, and then dividing each line into words and characters. Thus, 
a page reader must locate and identify the characters on a page.
The text file produced by a page-reading system can be represented 
as a single string of characters by concatenating its lines. To evaluate the 
accuracy of the system, this string of OCR-generated text can be com­
pared with the string of correct text, or ground-truth, for this page. This 
dissertation focuses on how these strings can be matched to derive mea­
sures of performance.
Conducting a meaningful test of page-reading systems is a complex 
task. In addition to the string-matching problem, careful consideration 
must be given to the selection, preparation, and representation of test data 
(see Nagy, 1995; Rice, Kanai, & Nartker, 1993b; Phillips, Chen, Ha, & 
Haralick, 1993; and RAF Technology, Inc., 1995). A large number of 
pages must be processed to obtain statistically significant results. Thus, 
software tools are needed to automate the test. Through automation, 
human error and bias are avoided, and tests are reproducible.
Reviews of page-reading systems in computer magazines often
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
include the results of a simple test. Table 1 lists some examples of these, 
indicating the number of systems tested, the number of pages on which 
the systems were tested, and the performance measures that were 
reported. Unfortunately, these tests were conducted on too few pages for 
the results to be meaningful. Accuracy is reported in terms of the number 
of misrecognized characters or words, but the error-counting method is 
not precisely specified. Of the tests listed in Table 1, only the Byte article 
indicates that an automated tool was used to compute accuracy. Presum­
ably, errors were counted manually in the other tests, which may explain 
the smaller number of test pages.
Since 1992, the Information Science Research Institute (ISRI) at 
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, has conducted an annual test of 
page-reading systems. The goal of the test is to provide useful informa­
tion regarding the performance of these systems to users and vendors of 
this technology, and OCR researchers. As shown in Table 2, the test has 
expanded each year to include more data and more measures of perfor­
mance. Programs to compute these measures are part of a suite of soft­
ware tools called the OCR Experimental Environment (Rice, 1993).
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Ihble 1 Evaluations of Page-Reading Systems Appearing in Computer Magazines
Systems Pages Performance Measures
Byte (Diehl & Eglowstein, 
1991) 14 49 word accuracy and throughput
MacWorld (McClelland, 
1991) 10 5 character accuracy and speed
PC Magazine (Jones, 
1992) 6
? word accuracy and throughput
Macf/^er (Welch, 1993) 8 19 character accuracy
SttnWbrW (Raucci, 1993) 3 4 word accuracy and speed
Imaging Magazine (Gilder 
& Neilson, 1993) 4 4 character accuracy and speed
Table 2 The ISRI Annual Test of Page-Reading Systems
Systems Pages Performance Measures
First annual test (Rice, 
Kanai, & Nartker, 1992) 6 132 character accuracy
Second annual test (Rice, 
Kanai, & Nartker, 1993a; 
Kanai, Rice, & Nartker, 
1993; Nartker, Rice, & 
Kanai, 1994)
8 460
character accuracy, marked 
character efficiency, word 
accuracy, non-stopword accu­
racy, and automatic zoning
Third annual test (Rice, 
Kanai, & Nartker, 1994; 
Nartker & Rice, 1994)
6 660
character accuracy, marked 
character efficiency, word 
accuracy, non-stopword accu­
racy, phrase accuracy, and 
automatic zoning
Fourth annual test (Rice, 
Jenkins, & Nartker, 1995; 
Nartker, Rice, & Jenkins, 
1995)
8 1529
character accuracy, throughput, 
accuracy by character class, 
marked character efficiency, 
word accuracy, non-stopword 
accuracy, phrase accuracy, and 
automatic zoning
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Definitions and algorithms for these measures are presented in this disser­
tation, with the exception of the automatic zoning measure which has 
been documented by Kanai, Rice, Nartker, and Nagy (1995).
Few other tests of page-reading systems have been reported. Some 
tests were conducted to measure the effectiveness of combining page 
readers in a voting system (Handley & Hickey, 1991; Bradford & Nartker, 
1991; Rice, Kanai, & Nartker, 1992, 1994). Chen, Subramaniam, Haral­
ick, and Phillips (1994) evaluated two page-reading systems using the 
1,000-page University of Washington database. Kanai, Liu, Rice, and 
Nartker (1994) tested three Chinese page readers.
This dissertation presents a methodology for the evaluation of 
page-reading systems. The string editing problem is introduced in the 
next section, and is the cornerstone of this methodology. In Chapter 2, 
character accuracy and related measures are presented. In Chapter 3, a 
theoretical result is derived that provides new insight into the string edit­
ing problem. This result is used in the following chapter on word accu­
racy. A summary of the contributions of this dissertation appears in 
Chapter 5.
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The String Editing Problem
We wish to find a correspondence between the characters of the 
OCR-generated string and the correct string. Mistakes made by the page- 
reading system can result in missing or extraneous characters in the gener­
ated string. Hence, it cannot be assumed that the ith character of the gen­
erated string corresponds to the ith character of the correct string. 
However, a well-known method for aligning two strings can be used. It is 
possible to find a correspondence that identifies a sequence of edit opera­
tions for transforming one string into the other with the rriinimum cost. 
Finding this “optimal” correspondence is known as the “string editing 
problem” (or “string-to-string correction problem”).
Let A = a^a 2 .^-a^hQ a string of m symbols firom an alphabet Z. 
In the string editing problem, three types of edit operations can be applied 
to A:
1 . insertion -  any symbol x g Z can be inserted before a j , after , 
or between a. and ^  ^ ( 1 < i < m);
2 . deletion -  the symbol can be deleted ( 1 < / < m );
3. substitution -  the symbol can be replaced by any symbol x ^  a.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8A cost Junction y  -  specifies the cost of each insertion, dele­
tion, and substitution, respectively, where Y/> Yp > y^ are non-negative 
real numbers.
Levenshtein (1966) was the first to express the similarity of two 
strings in terms of the minimum number of edit operations needed to 
transform one string into the other. Wagner and Fischer (1974) general­
ized this idea by assigning a cost to each edit operation, and presented an 
algorithm based on dynamic programming for finding a minimum cost 
sequence of edit operations for transforming one string into the other. 
This algorithm is considered the standard solution for this problem, and 
takes 0(mn) time and space, where m and n are the lengths of the strings. 
Similar algorithms were discovered earlier in the areas of speech recogni­
tion (\^tsyuk, 1968) and molecular biology (Needleman & Wunsch, 
1970). Even earlier, Damerau (1964) presented an algorithm that deter­
mines whether two strings differ by one edit operation.
The minimum cost of transforming one string into another is equal 
to the minimum number of edit operations when the cost of each operation
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9is one, i.e., the cost function is (1,1,1). For some applications, it is desir­
able to exclude substitutions from consideration and find the m inim um 
number of insertions and deletions needed to transform the string. This 
can be achieved by using the cost function (1 ,1,2 ), because a substitution 
can be performed by one insertion and one deletion.
If a string A can be transformed into a string C by performing zero 
or more deletions, then C is a subsequence of A. If C is a subsequence of 
A and a subsequence of string B, then C is a common subsequence of A 
and B. If C is a common subsequence of A and B, and there does not exist 
a common subsequence of A and B having more symbols than C, then C is 
a longest common subsequence (LCS) of A and B. Let ^  denote the 
number of symbols in a LCS of A and B. If A = yxzyyx and B = yyxx, 
then the string yzyx is a subsequence of A, and the string xc is a conunon 
subsequence of A and B. The strings yxx and yyx are longest common 
subsequences of A and B, and ^ = 3. Wagner and Fischer (1974) 
have shown that finding a LCS of two strings is equivalent to finding an 
optimal correspondence using the cost function (1,1,2). Thus, the LCS 
problem is a special case of the string editing problem.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Let 5  y denote the minimum cost of transforming string A into 
string B using cost function y. When y  is (1,1,1) or (1,1,2), ^ ^ is
called the Levenshtein distance between A and B. This distance function 
is termed the Levenshtein metric because it satisfies the properties of a 
metric:
^A,g,Y>0 i fA;6 g ; d ^ ^ ^  = 0 ;
^A,B,y “  ^B ,A ,r
^a ,c ,y -^ a ,b ,y+ ^b ,c ,y -  
For an arbitrary cost function Y = (7/>Yd ,7^), g y is called the edit
distance (Wagner & Fischer, 1974) or weighted Levenshtein distance
(Okuda, Tanaka, & Kasai, 1976) between A and B. This distance function
is a metric when Y/ = Yp > 0  and Y^  > 0 .
The string editing problem can be characterized as a shortest path
problem. Let A = and B be strings of symbols
where m > 0 and n > 0. The edit graph of A and B, denoted g , is a
directed, acyclic graph having ( m + l ) ( n + l )  vertices, which are
denoted by v. . for 0 < i < m  and 0 < j < n .  The arcs of G.  „ areh j  Aj D
divided into three groups:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1 . horizontal arcs -  (v. v. .) for 0 < i < m  and 0<j <n;
*5 7 * *5 y
2 . vertical arcs -  ( y v. .)for 0 <i <m and 0 <y<n;
 ^ *>y
3. diagonal arcs -  ( v v .  .) for 0 < / < m and 0 < j < n .
* ^57  ^ *5y
If a. = è ., then the diagonal arc (v._,  .) is said to be a mn/cAmg
* y * ^5y  ^ *5y
arc; otherwise, it is termed a non-matching arc.
An edit path is any directed path in ^ from 0 n ’ 
indicates a sequence of edit operations for transforming A into B. A hori­
zontal arc ( v .  V.  .) in the path specifies that b. is to be inserted, 
y f y y
while a vertical arc (v ._ . v. .) indicates that a. is to be deleted. A
*  ^5 y 5^ y *
non-matching arc (v ._ , v . .) specifies that b. is to be substituted
f  ^5 y  ^ *5 y y
for a., and a matching arc implies no operation. In fact, the matching arcs 
of the path identify a common subsequence of A and B.
If the weight of each arc is equal to the cost of the editing operation 
it implies (zero for a matching arc), then an edit path having the least total 
weight specifies an optimal correspondence. Such a path is called a short­
est edit path, and its total weight, or length, is the edit distance between 
the two strings. Note that there can be many shortest edit paths having the 
same length.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1 displays the edit graph for strings A -  zxy and 
B = xyxz. Each arc that implies an edit operation is labelled: /  for an 
insertion, D for a deletion, or S for a substitution. Matching arcs are unla­
belled. Figure 2 illustrates two edit paths in this edit graph. Each path 
identifies a sequence of edit operations that transforms A into B. The 
dashed path specifies one deletion and two insertions, while the dotted 
path indicates one insertion and two substitutions. Using cost fimction 
(1,1 ,2 ), the dashed path is a shortest edit path, and the edit distance is 
three. Using cost function (2,1,1), the dotted path is a shortest edit path, 
and the edit distance is four.
There are many applications and variations of the string editing 
problem (Sankoff & Kruskal, 1983). Edit distance has been used to find 
“close” inexact matches of a pattern within a string (Hall & Dowling, 
1980) and to correct misspelled words by replacing each with the “near­
est” word from a dictionary (Kukich, 1992). Handley and Hickey (1991) 
introduced the idea of measuring the accuracy of OCR-generated text in 
terms of its edit distance fi*om the correct text. Srihari (1985) gives other 
applications in OCR.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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V V V V VOLO / 0.1 / 0.2 / OJ I OA
Z  D
X  D
S \  D S \  D S \  D
V V V V V
IjO / i.i / 12 / I J I 1.4
S \  D S \  D
V V V V10 I 2.1 / 12 I 13 14
y D S \  D D S \  D S \  D
V V V V V3i> I 3.1 I 32 / 32 I 3.4
Figure 1 Example of an Edit Graph
X y X z
V V V V V03) 0.1 02 02 04
Z D
V V12 1.4
S \
V V V12 13 14
V V. , ____ ^ V .33) 3.1 32 / 32 I
Figure 2 Examples of Edit Paths
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Some lower bounds have been determined for the time complexity 
of algorithms for the string editing problem. For strings of length n 
composed of symbols from an infinite alphabet, a lower bound of Q(n^) 
has been established for algorithms restricted to “equal-not equal” com­
parisons (Wong & Chandra, 1976). But for a finite alphabet, Masek and 
Paterson (1980) developed an algorithm requiring only 0(n^/logn) time 
in the worst case. For the LCS problem, the following lower bounds have 
been established:
1 . f2(n j) for a finite alphabet of size s and “equal-not equal” compar­
isons (Aho, Hirschberg, & UUman, 1976);
2 . Q(nlogn) for an infinite alphabet and “less than-equal to-greater 
than” comparisons (Hirschberg, 1978).
There are many algorithms for the string editing problem, although 
most are for the LCS case. A list appears in Table 3. The time and space 
complexity is given in terms of n, the length of each string, d, the edit dis­
tance, and L, the length of a LCS. Also, R denotes the number of 
“matches” as defined by Hunt and Szymanski (1977), and R' denotes the 
number of “dominant matches” (Apostohco, 1986), where R' < R < n ^ .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Table 3 Algorithms for the String Editing Problem
Cost
Function Time Space
Wagner & Fischer, 1974 any 0(n2) 0(n2)
Hirschberg, 1975 (1,1,2) 0(n2) 0{n)
Hunt & Szymanski, 1977 (1,1,2) 0( (R + /z)logn) 0(R + n)
Hirschberg, 1977
(1,1,2) 0(nL + nlogn) OQiL)
(1,1,2) 0(dLlogn) Oicfi + n)
Masek & Paterson, 1980 any 0(n^/logn) 0(n^/logn)
Mukhopadhyay, 1980 (1,1,2) 0((R  + n)logn) 0(R + n)
Nakatsu, Kambayashi, & 
Yajima, 1982 (1,1,2) 0(nd) 0{nd)
Pickett, 1984 any 0(jid) 0(n2)
Hsu & Du, 1984; Apos- 
tolico, 1987 (1,1,2) 0{nL + R '\og{nL /R ')) OinL)
Ukkonen, 1985
any 0{nd) 0(nd)
(1,1,1) 0(nd) 0(cfi + n)
Myers, 1986 (1,1,2) 0(nd) 0(n)
Apostolico, 1986 (1,1,2) 0(nlogn + R'log (ri^/R ') ) 0(R' + n)
Allison & Dix, 1986 (1,1,2) 0(/i2) 0(n)
Kumar & Rangan, 1987 (1,1,2) 0(nd) 0(n)
Apostolico & Guerra, 
1987 (1,1,2) 0(nL) 0(R ' + n)
Hadlock, 1988 (1,1,1) 0{nd) 0{nd)
Kuo & Cross, 1989 (1,1,2) 0(R + nL + nlogn) 0 (^  + n)
Raiha, 1990 any 0{nd) 0{nd)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Tàble 3 Algorithms for the String Editing Problem (Continued)
Cost
Function Time Space
Chin & Poon, 1990 (1,1.2) OÇnlogn + min {nR', nL} ) 0(R ' + n)
Wu, Manber, Myers, & 
Miller, 1990 (1,1.2) 0(nd) 0(n)
Apostolico, Browne, & 
Guerra, 1992 (1,1,2) 0(nd) 0(n)
Eppstein, Galil, Gian- 
carlo, & Italiano, 1992 (1,1,2)
0(/ilogn +
Æ'ioglogmin {R', rfi/R '} ) 0 (R ' + n)
Ukkonen’s algorithm for cost function (1,1,1) can be used to com­
pute the character accuracy of a page-reading system; this algorithm is 
presented in Chapter 2 with optimizations. Algorithms for the LCS prob­
lem are listed in Table 3 as solving the string editing problem for cost 
function (1,1,2). But in Chapter 3, we prove that these algorithms can 
solve the string editing problem for many more cost functions, including 
(1,0,1), which is used in the computation of word accuracy. All of these 
LCS algorithms can benefit from the linear-time preprocessing step pre­
sented in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER!
CHARACTER ACCURACY
Definition and Philosophy
The primary goal of a page-reading system is to identify the charac­
ters on a page with accuracy. The degree to which it accomplishes this 
goal is the most fundamental measure of its performance. There are many 
ways to quantify the deviation between CXZR-generated and ground-truth 
text, but one meaningful approach is to estimate the cost of correcting the 
OCR-generated text. For many applications, a human editor must correct 
the generated text, at least partially, before it can be utilized; therefore, the 
cost of correction is important.
The string editing problem is apropos. An editor performs charac­
ter insertions, deletions, and substitutions to correct the OCR-generated 
text. Thus, the edit distance between the OCR-generated and correct
17
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strings is an estimate of the cost of correction. Since each edit operation 
can be performed by one keystroke, it is reasonable to use cost function 
(1,1,1). This idea was originated by Handley and Hickey (1991).
More formally, let A = a^a 2 ...a ^  be an OCR-generated string 
and B = 6 6^ 2 . ..6 ^ be the correct string for a given page. The number of 
errors made by the page reader on this page is given by
^  = <4 , a. Y
where 7  = (1,1,1). That is, the number of errors is the Levenshtein dis­
tance between A and B, or the minimum number of edit operations needed 
to correct the OCR-generated text.
The character accuracy for this page is given by
n - E  
n '
If no errors were made, i.e., E = 0, the character accuracy is 100%. If 23 
errors were made on a page containing 1 ,0 0 0  characters, the character 
accuracy is 97.7%. If A and B have no characters in common, then 
E = max {m, n} . If m > n, then the character accuracy can be negative, 
indicating the extreme situation in which the entire correct string can be 
entered from scratch using fewer keystrokes than are needed to correct the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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generated string.
Figure 3 displays a small page image followed by the correct string 
and an OCR-generated string for this page. Blanks and end-of-line char­
acters are indicated in this example by underscores and asterisks, respec­
tively. Notice that an end-of-line character is treated like any other 
character. If there were a one-to-one correspondence between the lines of 
the correct and generated strings, then the Levenshtein distance could be 
computed on a line basis, rather than a page basis. But this correspon­
dence cannot be assumed because the process of locating lines, known as 
text-line extraction, can result in missing or extraneous lines, as well as 
incorrect line breaks.
Figure 3 shows the optimal correspondence between the correct and 
generated strings, which partitions each string into an alternating 
sequence of matching and non-matching substrings. The non-matching 
substrings describe a set of confusions. A confusion associates a substring 
of the generated string, denoted ^ substring of the correct
string, denoted CjC2 -..c^. One of these substrings, but not both, may be 
the empty (zero-length) string, denoted by e. The deviation indicated by
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SAND87-0L12 
Unlimited Release 
Printed July 1987
Correct string
AN
-IV r n _ 1e * P r i n t e d _ J u
0112 * ün li
i t e d _ R e l e a
i t e d_ R e l e a
D 8 7 0 112 * ü nli
e * P r i n t e d _ J u
OCR-generated string
Confusion Insertions Deletions Substitutions
-IV AN 0 I 2
e - I 0 0
r  n m 0 I 1
5 s 0 0 1
. e 0 I 0
V ly I 0 1
%B 9 8 0 0 2
Total 2 3 7
« = 48 
£ -  12 
character accuracy = 75%
Figure 3 Character Accuracy Example
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a confusion is corrected by
g -  min {p, g} insertions, 
p-min{/7, deletions, and 
min {p, q} substitutions,
for a total of
max {p, q} edit operations or errors.
It is possible to extend this error-counting method to allow wild­
cards or “don’t care” symbols in the correct string. A page may contain 
one or more symbols that the page-reading system is not expected to rec­
ognize, such as a Greek letter (O  or buUet symbol (•). These symbols 
can be represented in the correct string by one or more wildcards, where 
each wildcard allows the system to generate zero or one arbitrary charac­
ter without being charged an error (Rice, Kanai, & Nartker, 1993b). 
When an optimal correspondence is computed, each wildcard will appear 
in a non-matching substring of the correct string, and one insertion or one 
substitution will be charged unless an adjustment is made to the error- 
counting procedure. Let w be the number of wildcards in the correct sub­
string of a confusion (w<q).  It can be easily shown that the desired
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adjustment is to count
^ -m a x  {w, min {p, ^} } insertions, 
p -  min {p, q} deletions (as before), and
min {p, q} -  min {p, w} substitutions,
for a total of
max {p, - w  errors.
Since the page reader should not be given credit for recognizing the wild­
cards, the value of n used to compute character accuracy should be decre­
mented by the number of wildcards in the correct string.
To avoid charging errors for unimportant deviations in formatting, 
extraneous spacing characters should be removed from both strings before 
computing an optimal correspondence. SpeciGcaUy, blank lines, and lead­
ing and trailing blanks on a line, should be discarded. Multiple consecu­
tive blanks within a line should be replaced by a single blank.
Although character accuracy is determined for an individual page, 
an overall character accuracy for a set of pages can be computed by
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where n. is the number of characters and E. is the number of errors made 
on the fth page. This formula computes a weighted average in which the 
character accuracy for each single page is weighted by the number of 
characters on that page.
By dividing a set of pages into groups according to some page 
property, the overall character accuracy for each group can be determined 
and contrasted with one another to observe the effect of this property on 
accuracy. In this way, the effects of page quality, font features, skew, and 
resolution have been investigated (Rice, Kanai, & Nartker, 1992, 1993a, 
1994; Chen, Subramaniam, Haralick, & Phillips, 1994; Rice, Jenkins, & 
Nartker, 1995).
Three other approaches to character accuracy will now be exam­
ined. The first approach focuses on identifying mistakes made by the 
page reader. The second method takes advantage of geometric informa­
tion to align the OCR-generated and correct text. The third approach 
rewards the correct identification of ground-truth characters while excus­
ing the generation of extraneous characters.
Identifying mistakes. A difference between the OCR-generated
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string and the correct string implies that at least one incorrect decision was 
made by the page-reading system. The developer of the system would 
like to know as precisely as possible what mistakes were made by the sys­
tem. Although the number of edit operations needed to correct the gener­
ated text is termed the number of “errors,” the actual number of mistakes 
is usually less than this quantity because it may take several edit opera­
tions to correct the deviation resulting from a single mistake. For exam­
ple, if the text-line extraction process fails to locate a line containing q 
characters, then q errors wül be charged for this one mistake because each 
character of the line needs to be inserted.
The mistakes made by a page-reading system can often be inferred 
reliably from confusions. For example, if a confusion indicates that c has 
been generated for e, then it is likely that the system has misinterpreted 
the shape of an c. If cl has been generated for d, then it is likely that the 
system has “segmented” or divided the d into two components. But it is 
unclear what has happened when mm has been generated for nin, or when 
v:*tr has been generated for Also. Indeed, it is not always possible to 
determine with precision the mistakes made by the system.
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A correspondence between the correct and generated strings identi­
fies a set of confusions from which mistakes can be inferred. Perhaps a 
different correspondence, i.e., one that is not optimal with respect to mini­
mizing the number of edit operations, will allow mistakes to be deter­
mined more precisely. Esakov, Lopresti, Sandberg, and Zhou (1994) 
presented an algorithm for finding a correspondence that they believe is 
well suited for identifying mistakes. Concepcion and D’Amato (1993) 
noted that if the probability of each type of mistake were known, and if 
mistakes were independent events, then a correspondence could be com­
puted having the maximum posterior probability distance. Such a corre­
spondence identifies the most likely set of mistakes explaining the 
deviations. Unfortunately, the probabilities are rarely (if ever) known, and 
it is clear from ISRI tests that mistakes on a given page are not indepen­
dent events.
Utilizing geometry. If a page-reading system reports the image 
coordinates of each character it generates, and if the coordinates of each 
ground-tmth character are available, then a correspondence could be 
obtained using a strictly geometric approach and there would be no need
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for string matching. The mistakes made by the system could be identified 
more precisely. But to date, there are few page readers that produce coor­
dinate information, and of these, some provide only Une or word loca­
tions. Furthermore, it must be remembered that this information can be 
erroneous, which must be factored into the design of a geometric aUgn- 
ment algorithm. Also, the task of ground-tmth data preparation is already 
expensive and time-consuming. If ground-tmth coordinate information 
must also be collected, the cost of preparing a page for testing could 
increase tenfold.
Ignoring deletions. Some observers of the ISRI testing program 
have suggested a more intuitive definition of character accuracy: the per­
centage of ground-tmth characters that are correctly identified. But under 
this definition, there is no cost associated with deletions, i.e., no penalty 
for generating extraneous characters. It is therefore possible to constmct a 
universal generated string that is 100% correct for every page. Let 
Z = {ûj, «2’ •••» be a finite alphabet from which generated strings 
are composed, and let A = a^a^-^-a^ be a string containing every sym­
bol of Z . Let T be the generated string containing t occurrences of A, i.e..
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T = AA...A  = a \  where t is the largest number of symbols in a ground- 
truth string. The string T is 100% correct for every page because the first 
ground-truth character can be found in the first occurrence of A, the sec­
ond ground-truth character can be found in the second occurrence of A, 
and so on. Figure 4 illustrates the universal generated string for the ASCII 
alphabet. While it is unlikely that a page reader would ever produce such 
a string, it does underscore the importance of counting deletions.
! " # $ % & '  ( ) *  + , -  . /  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 :  ; <  = >? 
@ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  [ \ ]  
' a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z t  | J- 
! " # $ % & "  ( ) *  + , -  . /  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 :  ; <  = >? 
( a A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  [ \ ]  
' a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z t | }-
Figure 4 Universal Generated String
Ukkonen’s Algorithm
An algorithm for the string editing problem that takes 0(n^) time 
or space is impractical for finding an optimal correspondence between an 
OCR-generated string and a correct string, because each string can
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contain as many as 10,000 characters. Since these strings are usually very 
similar, i.e., the edit distance is small, an algorithm requiring 0(nd) time 
and space is much preferable. The algorithm by Ukkonen (1985) for cost 
function (1,1,1) is ideal, needing 0(nd) time and only O itf’ + n) space. 
This algorithm is shown in Figure 5. Given strings A = a^ 0 2 .. .a ^  and 
B = b^b2 ...b^, it returns the edit distance, d, and an array, row, from 
which an optimal correspondence (shortest edit path) can be extracted 
using the algorithm given in Figure 6 .
The array, row, is a sparse, two-dimensional array for which only 
the defined elements are saved to realize the + n) space complexity. 
Undefined elements are assumed to have the value (-1 ) .  The diagonal k 
of the edit graph, G , „, contains every vertex, v. ., such that j - i  = k\Aj D lyj
thus, the diagonals of the edit graph range from -m to n. A defined ele­
ment of the array, row[k, d\, indicates the index of the furthest row of the 
edit graph that can be reached by a path of length d from Vq q to a vertex 
on diagonal k. Such a path has been termed di furthest reaching path by 
Myers (1986), who presented a similar algorithm for cost function (1,1,2). 
Ukkonen’s algorithm first determines how far it can “reach” from
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Input: strings A -  a^a.^...a^ and B -
Output: d  =* edit distance between A and B using cost function (1,1,1);
row “  array firom which shortest edit paths can be recovered
procedure compute_row{k, d) 
begin
f (-m ax {row [ k - \ , d - \ ' \ ,  row [ k + \ , d - \ \  +1, row [ k ,d - \ ' [  +1} ; 
j i ^ i  + k;
while I < m and j < n  and j =  ^ do
y ( -y +  I 
end while; 
row [k, d] <— I 
end procedure;
begin
d  <---- 1 ;
while row [n -  m, d] do
d ( - d +  1 ; 
r ( -d -m in { /n ,/ i}  ;
for k (— max {-m, -d} to min {-1, - r}  do 
compute_rowÇk, d) 
end for;
for k (— max {0, r} to min {n, d} do 
compute_row{k, d) 
end for 
end while 
end.
F igures Ukkonen’s Algorithm
Vq Q in a path of length 0. It need only consider diagonal 0 in this case. 
Then for diagonals - 1 ,0 ,  and +1, it finds the furthest reaching paths of 
length 1. Using these paths, it computes the furthest reaching paths of 
length 2 for diagonals -2  through +2, and so on. Eventually, a furthest
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Input: m, n, d, and row
Output: a shortest edit path
begin
f
j ^ n ;
while i > 0 or j > 0  do
k <—y— i;
i f i  = row [ t - 1, d -  1] then
horizontal arc (v. y_ j, v. j)  is in the path;
; W - i :
d (—d — I 
else if I = row [Â: + 1, d -  1 ] + 1 then 
vertical arc (v._ j v .  y) is in the path;
t ( - i - l ;
d (—d — 1 
else if i «- row d - 1  ] + 1 then
non-matching arc (v._ j j_ j, v. j)  is in the path;
t ( - i - l ;  
d ( - d -  1
else
matching arc (v._ j y _ v .  y) is in the path; 
i ( - / - l ;
y w - 1
end if 
end while 
end.
Figure 6 Recovering a Shortest Edit Path
reaching path for diagonal ( n - m )  encounters ^ and the algorithm ter­
minates. The length of this path is the edit distance, and row contains the 
information needed to recover the shortest edit paths.
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Normally, row[k, d\ is computed for each ^ in the range -d  to +d. 
But some of these diagonals can be excluded because they have no bear­
ing on the final result. Using the variable r, Ukkonen’s algorithm avoids 
some diagonals known prior to execution to be unnecessary. But the 
intermediate results of the algorithm can be used to exclude many more 
diagonals.
Let V. . and v. . b e  vertices of the edit graph G .  «  such that
*I>7l *2»J2 A,tS
0 < L < L < m  and 0<y, < L < n .  Let D(v. . v. .)  denote the
1 Z 1 Z *2’ ./2
length of a shortest path from v. . to v. . . It can be easily shown that^vJ\ h^ J2
\(Î2 -  *i) “  ^*2 ~J0\ ~ h  ^
Note that row[k, d \=i  means that
This intermediate result can be used to obtain an upper bound, P , on the
edit distance between A and B. From (2.1), we know that
Thus,
0 V  p  ^  0  I+P + < ■ + 1 ^  V  P
< d  + m ax{ m , n - k }  -  i = p.
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For any diagonal k, we can derive from (2.1) the following lower 
bound on the length of an edit path containing a vertex on this diagonal:
^ ("o . 0 ^  i + P  + , + +
If 1^1 + -  (n -  m) I > p , then diagonal k can be disregarded since it can­
not contribute a vertex to a shortest edit path. This implies that every 
diagonal k such that
n - m - P  n - m + p
k < ---- 2----  or k >  2 ----
can be excluded.
Figure 7 shows an optimized version of Ukkonen’s algorithm. It 
utilizes variables lower and upper to restrict the range of diagonals for 
which row[k, d\ is computed. It incorporates the aforementioned optimi­
zation, and a second, simpler one, which has also been used to optimize 
Myers’ algorithm (Miller & Myers, 1985). When a furthest reaching path 
encounters a vertex  ^ , then it has reached the last row of the editniy m-rK
graph and only diagonals greater than k  need to be considered henceforth. 
Similarly, when a furthest reaching path encounters a vertex then
it has reached the last column of the edit graph and only diagonals less 
than k need to be examined in the future.
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Input: strings A = and £  -
Output: d  = edit distance between A and B using cost function (1,1,1);
row -  array from which shortest edit paths can be recovered
procedure compute_row{k, d) 
begin
i (— max {row [ k -  I, d -  I ] , row [Â:+ 1, d -  1] + 1, r o w [ k ,d -  I] + 1} ;
while i<m  and j < n  and j = bj^  ^ do
( ( - (  + 1 ; y(-y + 1 
end while; 
row [k, d] (— /; 
if I “  m then 
lower ^  k + 1 
end if;
if y =  n then
upper ^  k -  1 
end if;
P (— </ + max {m, n - k }  -  / ;
n —m -Plower (— max {lower,
upper <— min {upper, 
end procedure;
2
n — m + P
hegin
lowers— m; u p p e r ^ n ;
d  <— 1 ;
while lower < n - m  do 
d  (— d + 1 ; 
if m < n then
for k ( -  min { n - m , d }  downto max {lower, -d }  do 
compute_row{k, d) 
end for;
for /t ( -  n - m + 1 to min {upper, d} do 
compute_row{k, d) 
end for 
else
for k ( -  max { n - m ,  -d }  to min {upper, d} do 
compute jrow{k, d) 
end for;
for it ( -  n -  m -  1 downto max { lower, -d }  do 
compute_row{k, d) 
end for
end if 
end while 
end.
Figure 7 Optimized Ukkonen’s Algorithm
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These optimizations do not improve the asymptotic time or space 
complexity of Ukkonen’s algorithm, but experiments using OCR-gener­
ated and correct strings have revealed that on average, the optimized ver­
sion computes and stores 25% fewer elements of the row array than the 
unoptimized version.
Throughput
For most applications, the accuracy of OCR-generated text is much 
more important than the speed at which the page-reading system produces 
it. Indeed, there is little use for a system that quickly generates text that is 
mostly gibberish. But given systems of comparable accuracy, speed can 
be an important discriminator.
The raw speed of a page-reading system is usually expressed in 
terms of the number of characters processed per second, or the number of 
words processed per minute. A more meaningful measure though is 
throughput, which incorporates a penalty for errors. Let n be the number 
of characters on a page, E be the number of errors made on the page, and S 
be the time it took to process the page in number of seconds. Throughput 
is defined as a function of P, the penalty assigned to each error
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n - P x E  
S •
For a set of pages, throughput is given by
When P = 0, throughput is equal to the raw speed in terms of 
characters per second. Diehl and Eglowstein (1991) and Jones (1992) 
expressed throughput as “correct words per minute.” When P = 1, we 
obtain in essence, “correct characters per second.” But this is a rather 
insignificant penalty for errors. For most applications, a larger value, 
such as P = 10, is a better reflection of the real-world trade-off of speed 
versus accuracy.
Accuracy by Character Class
It is useful to determine how well a page-reading system identifies 
the characters belonging to a particular class. For example, we may want 
to know what percentage of the lowercase letters, or decimal digits, were 
correctly recognized. For the Japanese and Chinese character sets, each 
containing several thousand symbols, it is especially valuable to analyze
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the performance of the system on various subsets (J. Kanai, personal com­
munication, 1994).
Let S be the alphabet from which ground-tmth strings are com­
posed. A character class C is any subset of Z . Let A be an OCR-gener­
ated string and B be the correct string for a given page, and assume that an 
optimal correspondence between A and B has been computed using cost 
function (1,1,1). Let n' be the number of symbols in B belonging to class 
C. Let E' be the number of symbols in B that belong to C and are part of 
a non-matching substring induced by the optimal correspondence. The 
accuracy for class C on this page is given by
n ' - E '
and for a set of pages by
Z ”; - Z ^ . -  
Z«;
For the example in Figure 3, the accuracy achieved on lowercase 
letters was 82.6% (n' = 23, £ ' = 4), and 80% of the decimal digits 
were correctly identified (n ' = 1 0 , = 2 ).
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To determine the percentage of occurrences of the letter e that were 
correctly recognized, a class containing only this character is utilized.
Marked Character EfBciency
Finding and correcting errors in OCR-generated text is a tedious 
and expensive process for users. But a page-reading system provides 
some assistance by flagging the generated characters that it believes are 
most likely in error. A reject character, usually a tilde (~), is placed in the 
output whenever the system is unable to recognize a character. In addi­
tion, if a character has been generated with low confidence, the system 
marks the character as “suspect.” This may be accomplished by placing a 
meta-character, known as a suspect marker (often the “^” symbol), imme­
diately preceding the character in question. Reject characters, and charac­
ters marked as suspect, are called marked characters.
This sentenc~ conta^lns reject characters an'^d suspect markars.
Not all errors should be considered equal. An error that is flagged 
is termed a marked error. Clearly, this type of error is much less costly to 
correct than an unmarked error. In the above example, there are three
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marked errors: the two reject characters and the Z in “contains.” There is 
one unmarked error: the second a in “markers.” The marked d  in “and” is 
an example of a false mark, which is a correctly-generated character that 
has been marked as suspect. It takes time to verify the correctness of false 
marks, which adds to the overall cost of correction. The page-reading sys­
tem tries to mark as many of its errors as possible while minimizing the 
number of false marks.
Let ^  ^  ^  OCR-generated string and
B = be the correct string for a given page. The generated
character a. is a marked character if it is a reject character (i.e., a  ^ = ~), 
or if it is marked as suspect by a meta character. (The meta-character is 
not one of the symbols of A.)
Assume that an optimal correspondence between A and B has been 
established using cost function (1,1,1). If a marked character is part of a 
matching substring induced by this correspondence, then it is a false mark. 
Otherwise, it is part of a non-matching substring and flags a confusion. 
One marked character in a non-matching substring is considered enough 
to mark all of the errors associated with the confusion. For example, if
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r^n has been generated for m, then both errors are considered to be 
marked even though only one marked character is present. Thus, 
unmarked errors are counted only for those confusions having no marked 
characters.
Consider the process of examining the marked characters and cor­
recting the marked errors. If Z7 is the number of unmarked errors, then the 
accuracy of the text after this process, called the character accuracy after 
correction, is
n — U 
n
for one page, and
Z " ,
for a set of pages. The efficiency of this process depends on the gain in 
accuracy relative to the amount of work involved. If a large percentage of 
the marked characters are false marks, then much effort is expended to 
obtain a small increase in accuracy.
A marked character efficiency curve, which bears some similarity
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to the error-reject curve (Chow, 1994), reflects the efficiency of this cor­
rection process. An example is presented in Figure 8 . The x-dimension 
indicates the amount of work, in terms of the number of marked charac­
ters examined, expressed as a percentage of the total number of ground- 
truth characters. The y-dimension shows the character accuracy after cor­
rection.
The first point on the curve (x = 0.0) indicates the base character 
accuracy, i.e., the accuracy of the generated text before any corrections are 
made. The second point shows the character accuracy after correcting the 
errors identified by reject characters. The slope of the line segment con­
necting the first and second points is high, indicating that this is a very 
efficient operation. Indeed, a reject character can never be a false mark.
The third point of the curve shows the character accuracy after cor­
recting the errors identified by either reject characters or the first “level” 
of suspect markers. Most page readers allow the user to control the num­
ber of suspect markers produced by specifying a discrete level, or a value 
on a continuous scale. The slope of the second line segment reflects the 
efficiency of examining the first-level suspect markers. The slope of each
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subsequent line segment indicates the efficiency of processing an addi­
tional level of suspect markers. The flattening of the curve in Figure 8  is a 
typical pattern: as the number of marked characters increases, the percent­
age of false marks increases, and the correction process becomes less effi­
cient.
100.0
§
I 99.5<
Iu<
99.0
I
u
98.5
0.0 0.5 1.51.0
% Characters Marked 
Figure 8 Marked Character Efficiency Curve
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CHAPTERS
CLASSES OF COST FUNCTIONS
In this chapter, we digress from the presentation of performance 
measures to develop a theoretical result pertaining to the string editing 
problem. This result will be used in Chapter 4 in the computation of word 
accuracy.
We begin with the following observation: a correspondence 
between two strings is optimal using cost function 7  = (7 ^,7 ^ ,7 ^) if and 
only if it is optimal using cost function 7 ' = (c 7^,0 7 ^ , 0 7 ^), where c is a 
positive, real constant. Uniform scaling of the edit operation costs means 
only that the unit of measurement has changed, which cannot affect 
whether an edit path is shortest. Cost functions 7  and 7 ' are considered to 
be “equivalent” because they yield the same optimal correspondences.
Recent work in parametric sequence alignment has addressed the
42
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problem of determining which cost functions produce the same optimal 
correspondences for a specific pair of input strings (Gusfield, Balasubra- 
manian, & Naor, 1994; Bunke & Csirik, 1995). In this chapter, we iden­
tify the cost functions that are equivalent for every pair of input strings.
Let A = andB = b,b^. . .b  be strings, and let P be an1 z /n 1 z n
edit path in ^ . Let Kp and Lp denote the number of diagonal arcs 
and matching arcs, respectively, in P. It can be easily shown that
Q < L p < K p < min{m,n} , 
and that P has ( j i -K p )  horizontal arcs and { m -K p )  vertical arcs.
Let dp ^ denote the length of P using cost function 7  = (7 ^,7^  ,7 ^). 
Since P implies a sequence of edit operations consisting of { n - K p )  
insertions, ( m - K p )  deletions, and ( K p - L p )  substitutions, then
If there does not exist an edit path P ' in ^ such that y<^p  
then P is a  shortest edit path.
Let 0 ^  g ^ denote the set of shortest edit paths in G^ ^ using 7 . 
The edit distance between A and B is equal to the length of a shortest edit 
path, i.e..
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Cost functions y  and y ' are equivalent y  for
every pair of strings A and B. A class o f cost functions is a set of cost
functions F such that if y  and y ' are any two elements of F , then y  and
y' are equivalent.
Given an edit path P, and a cost function y  = such that
Y^>0 , let
— 1 + Lp.
ys
The length of an edit path can be expressed in terms of F, as indicated by 
the following lemma.
Lem m a 3.1. Given strings A = ^  ~
let P be an edit path in G^  ^ , and let y  = (Y/»Y/j »Y^ ) ^ cost function
with y^>0.  Then
‘‘p.y  = "V/ + ™ V £.-7sf/.,y
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P r o o f . W e  k n o w  t h a t
dp y  ~ (n — Kp)yj + (m — Kp)y^  + (Kp—Lp)y^
= nyj + mvp -  K ^iy, + 7 ^ - 7j) -  Lp7$
-  nyj + myjy-y^Fp , .^ D
Since > 0 , it is clear from Lemma 3.1 that an edit path that mini­
mizes is an edit path that maximizes F. This observation is formalized 
in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Given strings A = and B = b^b 2 -..b^,
let P be an edit path in G^ p , and let y  = (y ^ y ^  ,Yj) be a cost function 
with 7 ^ > 0 . Then P e  0 ^  p  ^ if  and only i f  there does not exist an edit 
path P' in p  such that Fp, y>P'p y'
Proof. Let P e  0 ^  p  Then there does not exist an edit path P'  
in G^ g such that dp, y<dp  Suppose there exists an edit path P' in 
G^ P such that Fp, y>Fp  Since 7 ^ > 0 , we know that
"7; + "«Td -  ys^P ', 7 < "V, + «>7d -  ygFp, y
By Lemma 3.1, this implies that dp, <dp , which is a contradiction.
^  » Y  Y
Now let us assume ±at there does not exist an edit path P ' in G^ ^
such ±at F p ,  > F p . Suppose that P p  . Then there exists an
Y Il Y
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edit path P' ’m. p such that dp, y<dp y. By Lemma 3.1, we know 
that
"7/ + ™7o - 7 , f y< ’‘y[* “ 7b - 7sfp ,y
Since 7 ^ > 0, this implies that Fp, y>Pp y, which is a contradiction. □
Thus, whether an edit path P is shortest depends on Fp , whichy
depends not on 7 /> 7 p » and 7 ^ individually, but on the ratio of 7  ^+ 7^  to 
7 ^. This motivates the following definition: let
7/ + 7z>
r , = { (7/.7b-7s> I 7s >0 and — ------  >
where r is a non-negative real number. In the following theorem, we show 
that is a class of cost functions.
T h e o r e m  3.1. Let A = and B -  beI i  m 1 z R
strings, and let 7  = (7  ^,7 ^  ,7 ^ ) and 7 ' = ( 7 j , 7 ^  , 7 ^ ) cost Junctions in
r^ , where r is a non-negative real number. Then 0 ^  B y ~ B y '’ 
and
n (7 j7 s -7 /7 i)  + “ (7 ô 7 s -7 B 7 i)  + 7^d,4,B,., 
dA,B,y'= ----------------------------T.-----------------------------•
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PROOF. First we show that g .y -  g L e t P e $ ^ g  ^. 
Then by Lemma 3.2, we know that there does not exist an edit path P ' in 
G A Q such that Fp, y>Pp  y ’ Suppose that P g 0 ^  ^ y .  Then by 
Lemma 3.2, we know that there exists an edit path P ' in ^  such that
Fp',y' ~ + Lp/ = Fp, y ,
and similarly, F„ , = Fp This implies that Fp, »>P»  », which is a ^y I *>y
contradiction. Thus, P e 0 ^  p y ,  and we know that g y S  0 ^  g y .  
Using the same argument, we can show that 0 ^  b y' — ^A  B y'
We wül now prove that equation (3.1) holds. Let P e 0 ^  p y .  
Then p y  = dp and by Lemma 3.1, we know that
‘‘A .B .y  =  +
Thus,
Since P s  g we know that P  e ^  and d^ g y  = dp ,y . 
Again by Lemma 3.1, we have
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^A,B ,Y  “  "7 / + y,.
ButFp y  = Fp ,^ ; hence,
^A, B ,7 '  ~  '*^7 ' ” *^ D ”  '^'s^P, y ‘
Substituting equation (3.2) into equation (3.3) yields equation (3.1). □
Thus, for every non-negative real number r, there exists a class of 
cost functions, T^. The set of shortest edit paths in p is the same for 
every cost function in F^, but the edit distance wiU vary. However, given 
the edit distance for one cost function in F^, the edit distance for any other 
cost function in F^ can be computed using equation (3.1). Hence, an 
algorithm for the string editing problem that works for cost function 
(1,1,1) (such as Ukkonen’s algorithm) can be used for any cost function in 
F2 . Also, an algorithm for the LCS problem (cost function (1,1,2)) can 
solve the string editing problem for any cost function in F^.
We have shown that every cost function 7  = (7 | , 7p),7 p) with 
7 p > 0  belongs to a class of cost functions. Now let us consider the 
remaining cost functions. Let
^co = < (7/,7^,7j) I 7 /  + 7£> > 0  and 7 p = 0  }.
It can be easily shown that F is a class of cost functions. If
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A = and B = are strings, and y  = (7 /»7£>»7 5 ) is
any cost function in , then ^ y is the set of edit paths in p 
having the maximum number of diagonal arcs, i.e.,
0 ^  p y = {  P I P in G^ P and = min {m,n} }. 
Furthermore, the edit distance is obtained directly by
' ( n - m ) y j  if m< n  
( m - n ) 7pj if m>n .
Now only the degenerate cost function y  = (0,0,0) remains. In this trivial 
case, for every pair of strings A and B, the set 0 ^  p ^ contains every edit 
path in G^ p , and ^ y “  0- The singleton set containing this cost 
function is a class, which we denote by Fq^q .
Having partitioned the universe of cost functions into classes, we 
now consider whether any of these classes can be combined to form a 
larger class. That is, can we find real numbers r  and r' such that 
0 < r  < r" and F^ u  F^, is a class? Let
y ,+ yo
^ ' ( 0 , 1 ) =  U  r ^ =  { ( v , . v V s ) | V s > O a n d O < - ^ < i  > ■
0 < r <  1
We will show that F^q is a class, and that no other classes can be
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f o r m e d .
Lem m a 3 .3 .  Given strings A and B , let P be an edit path in G^ p  » 
and let y  = ( j ^ y p  ,7 ^) be a cost function in F^q j ^ . I f  P b y'
Kp = Lp.
P r o o f .  Let P e  0 ^  p  By Lemma 3 .2 ,  we know that there does 
not exist an edit path P' in p such that Fp, ^>Fp  Suppose 
Kp>Lp.  Then there exists a non-matching arc ( v . v .  .) in P.
L  t  I  V y J  I .  l ^ J
Let P ' be the edit path in G . » formed by replacing (v. v. .) in
A y  D  I  V  y J  I .  l y  J
P by the horizontal arc ( v . v .  . .) and the vertical arc
I  i y j  1 I  i y j
(v .^_ J v^ .). Then Kp, = Fp -  1 and Lp, = Lp.  Thus,
^P', Y ^P'
7/ + 7z)
ys
- 1 + Lp/
= ( K p - l )
7/ + 7o
'Vs 
Y/ + 7D
ys  ■
- 1 + L,
y j+yp
S in c e  y e F ^ q  ^^ , t h e n  — - —  <  1 ,  a n d  Fp, y>Fp y, w h i c h  i s  a  c o n t r a ­
d i c t i o n .  H e n c e ,  Kp =  Lp. U
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T h e o r e m  3 .2 .  Let r and r ' be real numbers such that 0  <  r  <  r ' ,  
and let y  = (y^ ,yp ) and y ' = iy'f y p  y  be cost functions in and 
r^ ,, respectively. Then y  and y ' are equivalent i f  and only if  
0 < r < r ' <  1 .
P r o o f . Let y  and y ' be equivalent. Then by definition, there does 
not exist a pair of strings A and B such that g g y" Suppose
0 < r < r ' < 1 is not true. We consider three cases.
Case 1: r = 0 < r'. Let A = B = x , and let P and P' be edit paths 
in P , where P consists of one horizontal and one vertical arc, and P' 
consists of one matching arc. Since r = 0, we know that dp = 0 and' ) T
P E 0 ^  P But r ' > 0  implies that dp ^,> 0  = dp, thus.
Case 2: r < l< r '.  Let A = x  and B = y with x # y ,  and let P and 
P' be edit paths in G^ p , where P consists of one horizontal and one ver­
tical arc, and P ' consists of one non-matching arc. Since r '  > 1, we know 
that dp, y,<dp y ,  and P ' E 0 ^  p  y .  But r <  1 implies that
t t
Case 3: l< r < r '.  Let -  bea rational number such that r < -  < r '.
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where t and u are positive integers, and let x, y, Zp ^2  » • • • »  ^(f _ «) be dis­
tinct symbols. Let A be the string consisting of u consecutive %'s followed 
by B be the string consisting of
followed by u consecutive y's. That is.
u
B = z,z2- Z f , - » ) y y - y -
u
Let P and P' be edit paths in p , where P consists of u horizontal arcs, 
u vertical arcs, and ( t - u )  matching arcs, and P' consists of t non­
matching arcs. Thus,
dp^ y  = 7 7 5 .
dp Y = m(7'+ 7^),and
^ p \y ' ^  ^y's'
Since
Y/ + Yd f , v; + 7p 
it follows that dp^ y < dp, y and dp, y, < dp y .  Thus, P E 0 ^  p y , yet it
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can be easily shown that P 6  0 ^  p y.
In each case, we have contradicted the fact that y  and y ' are equiv­
alent by identifying strings A and B such that ^ ^ . s y ^ ^ ^ A B y ' '  bence, 
we know that 0  < r  < r '  < 1 .
Now we assume that 0 < r < r '  < 1, and will show that y  and y ' are 
equivalent. Let A and B be any pair of strings, and let P and P ' be edit 
paths in p such that P e 0 ^  p ^ and P ' e 0 ^  p y .  By Lemma 3.3, 
we know that Fp = Lp and Kp, = Lp, ; thus.
^Lp ,
rLp, ,
^ p ,r  “ r'Lp , and
r'Lp , .
Suppose P E 0 ^  p y .  Then by Lemma 3.2, we know that 
Fp, y,> P p  y ,  and Lp, > L p . But this implies that Fp, y> Fp y, which 
contradicts the fact that P 6  0 ^  p y, hence, P 6  0 ^  p y, and 
^ A B y  — ^ A B y ' '  Using the same argument, we can show that 
=  ^A ,B ,y  ”  ^ A ,B .Y ' V ai>d 7 '  are equiva-
lent. □
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From Theorem 3.2, we know that F^q is a class, and that no 
other classes can be formed. Thus, the following represents the complete 
set of equivalence classes induced by the equivalence relation:
To
^(0 , 1)
for every real number r  > 1
r .
r  
^  0/ 0 *
Some of these classes are depicted in Figure 9.
7/
ys 3
2
1
0
fo r , F2 F3
Figure 9 Classes of Cost Functions
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Let A = and B — b^b 2 -.-b^ be strings. Every edit
path in ^  identifies a common subsequence of A and B, where each 
matching arc corresponds to one symbol of the common subsequence. 
Also, every common subsequence of A and B is identified by one or more 
edit paths in ^ . If P is an edit path in G^ ^ such that Lp = g , 
then P identifies a LCS of A and B.
Wagner and Fischer (1974) have shown that if 7  =(1,1,2), then 
every edit path in ^ ^ identifies a LCS of A and B, and
We extend this result to a set of cost functions, denoted by which
itself is not a class, but is the following union of classes:
^LCS “  ^ (0 , 1) ' ^ ^ r
T h e o r e m  3.3. Given strings A = and
B = b^b 2 >.‘b^, let P be an edit path in p,and let 7 =  
a cost function in F^^^. I f  P & 0 ^  p then Lp = p ,and
^A ,B ,y^  ” ' ^ 7 '"Td “  (7 7 B’
Proof. Let P e 0 .  ^ . By Lemma 3.2, we know that there doesA, />, Y
not exist an edit path P ' in G^ ^ such that Fp, Fp
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7/ + 7D
Case 7: 7  e  F^q . Let r = —- — . By Lemma 3.3, we know 
that Kp = Lp, and Fp y = rLp . Suppose L p< L ^ p . Clearly, there 
exists an edit path P ' in ^  such that Kp, = Lp, = But
^P',7 “  ^  ^P ,7’
which is a contradiction. Hence, Lp -  L^ p . Also,
^A,B,y = ^P,Y
=  {.n-Kp)'yj + {m-Kp)yj^ + {Kp-Lp)yp  
=  nyj + myp,-(yj + yp )^Kp 
=  riyj + myj^-{yj + yj^)L^p.
Case 2: 7  G F j . We observe that Fp y = Lp. Since there does not 
exist an edit path P ' in G^ ^  such that Fp, y = Lp, >Lp -  it is 
clear that Lp = L^ g . Using Lenuna 3.1, we know that
= "7, + '»Yo-7sB’p_.y
=  '‘y, + ”PlD-ys^A,B
= "7f+m 7g-(7f + 7g)Z'^,g. □
Thus, the string editing problem is equivalent to the LCS problem 
when using any cost function in F^^^. This equivalence does not hold 
for cost functions that are not in F^^^; this can be shown trivially for Fq ,
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, and Fgyg, and by using the construction presented in Case 3 of the 
Theorem 3.2 proof for F^ where r  > 1.
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CHAPTER 4 
WORD ACCURACY
Definition and Philosophy
An important application of page-reading systems is to build a text 
database from a collection of hard-copy documents. Information retrieval 
techniques can then be applied to find documents of interest. Typically, a 
document is located based on the words it contains. Hence, in this appli­
cation, the accurate recognition of words is more important than the cor­
rect identification of numbers or punctuation.
An OCR-generated or correct string of characters can be parsed to 
extract an ordered list of words. The parsing depends on the definition of 
a word. We define a word to be simply any sequence of one or more let­
ters, but a more complicated definition could be used. By considering 
each word to be one symbol, the list of words can be represented by a
58
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string.
Let A = be an OCR-generated string of words and
B = be the correct string of words for a given page. To cor­
rect the OCR-generated string, insertions, deletions, and substitutions of 
words can be performed. An insertion is needed to enter a missing word; 
a deletion is used to remove an extraneous generated word; and a substitu­
tion replaces an incorrect word with the correct one.
We do not wish to penalize the page reader for generating extrane­
ous words because if the user chooses not to delete them and leaves them 
in the text database, there would be little impact on retrieval effectiveness. 
Thus, the appropriate cost function to use when aligning strings A and B is 
(1,0,1). The edit distance between A and B using this cost function is the 
number of “essential” edit operations (i.e., insertions plus substitutions). 
It is also the number of misrecognized words because each insertion or 
substitution corresponds to one misrecognized word. Let E denote this 
value, i.e.,
where 7  = (1,0,1). The word accuracy for this page is given by
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n — E 
n
and is the percentage of words that are correctly recognized.
Since y e know from Chapter 3 that we can use any LCS
algorithm to align strings A and B. From Theorem 3.3, we know that
E =
hence, word accuracy can be expressed as
n '
Indeed, a LCS of A and B is composed of the correctly recognized words. 
For a set of pages, word accuracy is computed by
---------------  or ------
Z " ,  Z ”/
where L. is the length of a LCS for the ith page.
Figure 10 displays a small page image followed by the correct 
string and an OCR-generated string of characters for this page. Beneath 
these strings is a diagram showing the correct and generated strings of 
words, and their longest common subsequence, which identifies the
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[Head c o n t o u c s  i n  t h e  s a t u r a t e d  z o n e  u n d e r l y i n g  Y u c c a  M o u n t a in ,  
N e v a d a ,  and  i t s  e n v i r o n s  a r e  d e r i v e d  o n  t h e  b a s i s  o f  a l t e r n a t i v e !
Correct string of characters
Head contours in the saturated zone underlying Yucca Mountain, 
Nevada, and its environs are derived on the basis of alternative
OCR-generated string of characters
Head contours in the satur ated zone underlying yucca Mountain. 
Nevada, and its env irons are derived on the basis of alternative
head ilead
Correct
string
of
words
saturated satur
ated
nevada
nevada
environs
env
irons
of
alternative
and
its
contours
in
the
contours
in
the
zone
underlying
yucca
mountain
zone
underlying
yucca
mountain
are
derived
on
the
basis
are
derived
on
the
basis
OCR-generated
string
of
words
ofalternative
n
E
20
6
70%word accuracy 
Figure 10 Word Accuracy Example
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correctly recognized words. Notice that each word is one symbol. Sym­
bols are compared for equality on a case-insensitive basis. Since full-text 
searching is usually insensitive to case, it is appropriate to accept as cor­
rect, “yucca” generated for “Yucca,” and “deriVed” generated for 
“derived.” Notice also that errors in punctuation (periods generated for 
commas) are not penalized; indeed, this type of error has no significant 
effect on retrieval. The generated string in this example is corrected by 
one insertion, two deletions, and five substitutions, but E = 6 since dele­
tions are ignored. (Although we ignore deletions in the computation of 
word accuracy, a universal generated string, which is 1 0 0% correct for 
every page, caimot be constructed because the alphabet of words is 
infinite.)
LCS Preprocessing
Let A = ^  ~ ^  strings of symbols
from an alphabet L . Suppose a symbol x e  S occurs one or more times 
in A, but does not occur in B. Then x  cannot be part of a longest conunon 
subsequence of A and B. Removing each occurrence of x from A before 
computing a LCS of A and B will speed up the computation without
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changing the result. This leads to the following preprocessing step for 
LCS algorithms: remove each symbol from A that does not appear in B, 
and remove each symbol from B that does not appear in A.
Figure 11 shows one algorithm that accomplishes this task. First, 
the distinct symbols of A are stored in the data structure, , and likewise, 
the distinct symbols of B are saved in Tg . Then each symbol of A that is 
found in Tg is retained to produce a smaller string, A '. Similarly, each 
symbol of B that is found in 7^ is saved to create the smaller string, B ' . 
A LCS of A and B can now be computed more efficiently by operating on 
these smaller strings.
If the data structure chosen for 7^ and Tg allows “insert” and 
“lookup” operations to be performed in constant time, then the running 
time of this algorithm is linear, i.e., 0(m  + n ). If the alphabet is small, 
this data structure can be an array having one element for each symbol of 
the alphabet, and the symbol value can be used to index the array directly. 
If the alphabet is large, then a hash table can be utilized instead, with the 
symbol value as the hash key. In either case, the desired operations can be 
performed in constant time, although for a hash table lookup, this is
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Input: strings A -  a^a2 ...a ^  andB  -
Output: strings A' = a\ a'  ^ and B' -  b\ b '2  ...b\r
where m '< m  and n '< n
begin
empty;
for / <- I tom  do 
if Û. not in then
insert into
end if 
end for;
Tg <- empty ;
for t 1 to n do
if by not in Tg then
insert by into Tg
end if 
end for;
y<-0;
for I 1 to m do 
if a. in Tg then
a'jir-ay
end if 
end for, 
m'
;< - 0 ;
for ( ( -  1 ton  do 
if by in T^ then
b'j 4 -  by
end if 
end for;
n '(^ j
end.
Figure 11 Preprocessing Step for LCS Algorithms
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expected, not worst-case time.
By reducing the size of the input strings, the preprocessing step can 
speed up every LCS algorithm listed in Table 3 of Chapter 1. Those algo­
rithms whose running time depends on the edit distance are helped further 
because the edit distance is reduced by one for each symbol that is 
removed. If u symbols are removed from each string, the combined run­
ning time of the preprocessing step and an 0(jid) LCS algorithm is
0 (n+ ( n - u )  ( d - 2 u ) ) .
The preprocessing step is especially helpful when computing word 
accuracy. When a page reader misrecognizes a word, it is likely to gener­
ate a word that does not appear anywhere in the correct string; hence, it 
will be removed from the generated string by the preprocessing step. Fur­
thermore, unless the misrecognized word was generated elsewhere on the 
page, it will be removed from the correct string. In an extreme case, it is 
possible that only those words belonging to a LCS wiU remain after the 
preprocessing. This is the case for the example in Figure 10.
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Non-stopword Accuracy
In text retrieval, common words known as stopwords are normally 
not indexed because they offer little or no retrieval value. Here are some 
examples of stopwords from three different languages:
•  in English, the, of, and, to, a;
•  in Spanish, de, la, el, y, en;
•  in German, der, die, in, und, von.
Words that are not stopwords, called non-stopwords, are indexed. Typi­
cally, users search for documents containing one or more non-stopwords. 
Hence, the accuracy with which a page-reading system identifies non- 
stopwords is especially relevant in a text retrieval application.
Let A be an OCR-generated string of words and fi be the correct
string of words for a given page. Assume that a LCS of A and B has been
computed, which identifies the symbols of B that have been correctly rec­
ognized. Let 5 be a set of stopwords, and let n ' be the number of symbols 
in B that are non-stopwords, i.e., not in S. Let £ ' be the number of non- 
stopwords in B that were misrecognized. The non-stopword accuracy for 
this page is given by
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n '- E '
n'
and is the percentage of non-stopwords that were correctly recognized. 
For a set of pages, non-stopword accuracy is computed by
I » : -  -  E g ;
For the example in Figure 10, if the set of stopwords is 
S = {a, and, are, in, its, of, on, the, to} , 
then the non-stopword accuracy is 58.33% (n ' = 12, £ ' = 5 ).
Phrase Accuracy
In text retrieval, users also search for documents containing specific 
phrases. We define a phrase of length ^ to be any sequence of k consecu­
tive words. Phrases may overlap; thus, a correct string of words, 
B = 6 | 6 2 "&%'has ( n - ^ + 1 )  phrases of length namely 
b^b^...bk
^n-k+ \ ^ n - k  + T " ^ n '
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where \ < k < n .
Let A = be an OCR-generated string of words and
B = be the correct string of words for a given page. Assume
that a LCS of A and B has been computed, which identifies the symbols of 
B that have been correctly recognized. A phrase of length k is considered 
to be correctly recognized provided all k words of the phrase have been 
correctly identified. Let n' = n - k + \  be the number of phrases of 
length kmB,  and let E' be the number of those phrases that were misrec­
ognized. The phrase accuracy for this page is given by
n '- E '
~ i r ~
and is the percentage of phrases of length k that were correctly recog­
nized. For a set of pages, phrase accuracy is computed in the usual way:
I " , -  - I g ;
For the example in Figure 10, the phrase accuracy for phrases of 
length 4 is 17.6% (n' = 17, E ' = 14). The only correct phrases are 
“zone underlying yucca mountain,” “are derived on the,” and “derived on
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the basis.”
Typically, we compute phrase accuracy for ^ = 1,2,. . . ,  8 and plot 
the results. An example is given in Figure 12. As one would expect, 
phrase accuracy decreases as k increases. Note that the phrase accuracy 
for ^ = 1 is equal to the word accuracy.
Phrase accuracy provides a useful measure of “error bunching.” 
Suppose that page-reading systems X and Y have misrecognized the same 
number of words (and thus, have the same word accuracy), but the phrase 
accuracy of X is higher than the phrase accuracy of Y. This means that the 
words missed by X are more closely “bunched” or “clustered” than the 
words missed by Y, and hence, are easier to correct.
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Figure 12 Phrase Accuracy
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSION
The behavior of page-reading systems is complex and unpredict­
able. It is necessary to conduct meaningful tests to gain insight, to iden­
tify problems, and ultimately, to make improvements. Large-scale, 
automated tests are needed in which expressive and precise measures of 
performance are computed. In this dissertation, we have presented defini­
tions and algorithms for such measures. These measures are utilized in 
the ISRI annual test, which benefits users, vendors, and researchers.
1. Character accuracy indicates how well the page-reading system 
identifies characters, and is expressed in terms of the editing effort 
needed to correct the generated text.
2. Throughput combines raw processing speed with character 
accuracy in a single measure of performance.
71
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3. Accuracy by character class shows how well a subset of the charac­
ters is recognized, such as digits (0-9) or uppercase letters (A-Z).
4. Marked character efficiency gauges the extent to which reject char­
acters and suspect markers assist users in locating errors in gener­
ated text.
5. Word accuracy indicates how well the page-reading system identi­
fies words, and is motivated by the popular text retrieval applica­
tion.
6. Non-stopword accuracy focuses on the correct identification of 
non-stopwords, which is especially relevant to text retrieval.
7. Phrase accuracy is the percentage of phrases that are correctly rec­
ognized, but can also indicate whether errors are bunched or scat­
tered in the generated text.
For all of these measures, the string editing problem provides the 
method for aligning correct and generated strings. Some new insights and 
optimizations have been presented in this dissertation that benefit this and 
other applications of the string editing problem.
1. The universe of cost functions is divided into equivalence classes.
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2. An algorithm for a specific cost function can also be used for any 
equivalent cost function.
3. The string editing problem is equivalent to the LCS problem when 
using any cost function (7  ^,7^  ,7 ^ ) that satisfies 0  < 7  ^+ 7 ^  < 7 ^.
4. An algorithm by Ukkonen (1985) can be optimized by exploiting 
its intermediate results.
5. The computation of a LCS can be made faster by a linear-time pre­
processing step in which symbols that occur in only one input string 
are removed.
Additional measures of page reader performance continue to be 
developed. Each new measure provides a unique perspective on the page- 
reading process. Progress in page-reading technology depends on 
thoughtful, multi-faceted evaluation.
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